Amazing, precise, consistent color.
High-quality images.
Fiery servers provide state-of-the-art imaging technology, combined
with expert color management tools, to deliver high-quality images with
the accurate, consistent color customers want.

ADVANCED
FIERY COLOR
MANAGEMENT
WORKFLOW

“Our experience with the Fiery server has been great!
The color quality right out of the box is the best there is—
it’s really easy to use.”
LEWIS EIGEN, PRESIDENT,
SOCIAL & HEALTH SERVICES, LTD.

Select media in the
Paper Catalog to
define the right
calibration settings
and output profile.

Calibrate for
consistency
Bring the print system to
a known state.
Provide consistent results
over time.
Apply calibration to raster
data so you don’t need
to reprocess the job after
recalibration.

Print
perfect PDFs
Supports and guarantees full
compliance with PDF/X-4
standard to reproduce
transparent page elements,
overprints and multiple
color spaces preserving the
designer’s intent.

Improve
image quality
Smooth low-resolution
images and gradation
transitions in line art.
Preserve fine detail
in text and vector
elements to improve
edge quality.
Enhance individual
images in a job,
without opening
and editing the file
in the native application.

Set up
desired
media

FIERY COLOR
MANAGEMENT

Profile for
accurate color

“Fiery technology helps us deliver
the quality and consistency of
color output that we demand.”

Create an ICC profile
that defines the
gamut of your print
system to ensure the
best possible output.

DENNIS LOW, PRESIDENT,
POINTONE GRAPHICS, INC.

IMAGING
TECHNOLOGY

Sharpen images
and enhance colors for
better-looking output.

Ensure correct
output with
prepress tools
Visually check and
adjust the final raster
output before
printing to save time
and reduce waste.

Automate trapping
and overprinting
Automatically apply trapping to
avoid white lines or halo effects.
Deliver accurate color by producing
the correct overprint elements
at all times.

Match color across
multiple presses and
on different stocks.

Preflight fonts, spot
colors, low-resolution
images, hairlines below
threshold, overprints
and PostScript errors.
®

Quickly and easily
identify potential
printing issues such as
mixed-source colors and
missing spot colors with
job diagnostic reports.

Create a color
workflow that precisely
matches industry
color references.

Easily
verify colors
Measure the color bar to
compare color accuracy
to industry references.
Print color bars at
specified intervals to
track color quality
over time.

Reproduce
brand colors
Deliver the most accurate
spot color output with ease.
Edit spot colors to match
customer’s preference.
Create and share custom
spot color libraries including
the latest PANTONE
approved libraries.
®

FIERY COLOR EXCELLENCE

